Singularities of even smooth functions are studied. A classification of singular points which appear in typical parametric families of even functions with at most five parameters is given. Bifurcations of singular points near a caustic value of the parameter are also studied. A determinant for singularity types and conditions for versal deformations are given in terms of partial derivatives (not requiring a preliminary reduction to a canonical form).
Introduction
In this work, we consider families of smooth even functions ω λ (k) : T ν → R on a torus T ν = (S 1 ) ν where S 1 = [0, 2π]/0 ∼ 2π and the parameter λ takes values in some domain R l :
We will study bifurcations of critical points for smooth families of even smooth functions, their singularities, and, in particular, obtain a classification of degenerate critical points for generic families of germs of even functions, which are determined in a neighbourhood of zero (or in a neighbourhood of a fixed point of the involution k → −k), with the number of parameters l ≤ 5. Moreover, we will show how to determine types of critical points of even functions which appear in typical parametric families with l ≤ 4 parameters, and formulate conditions on their deformations to be typical (more precisely, versal), in terms of partial derivatives (not requiring a preliminary reduction to a canonical form). The study of properties of families of even functions appears in problems about planetary systems with satellites, integrable Hamiltonian systems with 2 degrees of freedom, problems of spectral analysis of stochastic operators of multiparticle systems, and problems involving two (quasi)particles interaction. It was shown in [5, 6, 7, 8] how the type of singularities of a family ω λ (k) affect the spectrum structure. An extremely important task is therefore to describe stable families of even functions in a small neighbourhood of a singular point (they are also called families in generic position or typical families), i.e. families which do not change their properties under small perturbations (for the precise definition see 4.9).
We tried to make this work readable for those readers who are not familiar with singularity theory, as well as to demonstrate, using simple examples, how to use results of [1] which are very important for applications.
The authors are grateful to S.M. Gusein-Zade, M.E. Kazaryan, G. Wassermann, and V.M. Zakalyukin for useful discussions.
Critical points of even functions on a torus T ν
The automorphism k → −k of the torus has 2 ν fixed points (k 1 , . . . , k ν ), k i ∈ {0, π} ⊂ S 1 , i = 1, . . . , ν.
These points are obviously critical. We will call them basic. Observe that, if a non-basic point k ∈ T ν is critical, then the point −k is also critical. Thus, non-basic critical points appear in pairs (k, −k), moreover the degeneracy type of these points is the same. We will call such points twin or additional.
Recall [1, v. 2, 6.1 .Γ] that a value of the parameter λ is called caustic if the function ω λ (k) admits a degenerate critical point. It is obvious that, if some value λ = λ 0 is not caustic, the number of critical points and their types remain the same in a neighbourhood of λ 0 . Thus, appearance and disappearance of critical points is related with the passage of the parameter λ across hypersurfaces (i.e. surfaces of codimension one) of caustic values. For a detailed study of these processes, let us describe the types of degenerate critical points, which are non-removable for the entire family of functions. In particular, this is necessary for study of oscillating integral asymptotics, see below.
Classification of singularities of even smooth functions
Thus, for even functions ω λ (k), there are two types of critical points. In a neighbourhood of a basic critical point, the function ω λ (k) is even, while, in a neighbourhood of an additional critical point, it is an arbitrary function (i.e. a function which is not assumed to be symmetric relative to the critical point). In the latter case, we can use the classification from [1] .
A survey of the classification of critical points of arbitrary functions due
to [1, v. 1, 11.2] We present here a table of germs of smooth functions at zero up to the following transformations: adding a constant, adding a nondegenerate quadratic form in the remaining variables (the number of these variables equals the rank of the second differential of the function at zero), and a smooth change of variables leaving the origin fixed. The integer c in the table is the codimension of the class of singularities in the space of function germs at zero. It equals the minimal number l ≥ c of parameters of a family, such that a critical point of the class under consideration is non-removable under small perturbations of the family. The integer µ is the multiplicity of the critical point 0 (see [1, v. 1, 6 .3] and 3.3). For all known types of singularities, it equals the codimension of the singularity in the space of function germs at zero plus 1 (see 4.9 and 4.10).
Remark 2.2
Recall the definitions of the notions singularity and class of singularities from [1] mentioned above. If two functions can be obtained from the same function by the above mentioned transformations, one says that these functions have the same type of critical point or the same type of singularity at zero, and the germs of these functions at zero are R + −equivalent (more precisely, stably R + −equivalent [1, v. 1, II] ). The notion of R−equivalence is similarly determined, where adding a constant is forbidden, see [1] and 3.4. An R + −equivalence class of germs, i.e. the space of all germs with a given type of singularity, is also called a singularity. Singularities which can be joined to each other by a smooth path in the space of singularities having the same multiplicity µ form a class of singularities, more precisely a class of µ−equivalent singularities, or a µ = const stratum, We remark that the singularities listed in Table (2. 3) do not have moduli (m = 0), thus they are simple [1, v. 1, II] . For generic families of functions with l ≤ 5 parameters, there are no critical points apart from those which are equivalent to the singularities listed in Table (2.3 ).
Type of singularity Normal form Restrictions µ c β
x 3 ± y 4 − 6 5 5 12 (2.3)
Seven of these singularities, with c ≤ 4, are known in catastrophe theory as the "seven of Thom". Unimodular singularities (m = 1) appear for c = 6, however we do not consider them here.
Remark 2.4
The integer β is the singularity exponent of a given critical point. It can be determined by means of the asymptotics of the oscillating integral
Here, the integration is taken over a small neighbourhood of the point x = 0 ∈ R ν , which is a critical point of the phase f (x) with singularity type under consideration, and the amplitude ϕ(x) does not vanish in U (0). (For more details see [1, v. 2 
, p. 134].)
Remark 2.5 The listed types of critical points never correspond to a (local) extremum (i.e. a point of local minimum or local maximum) apart from the types A 2k−1 , k ≥ 1. Moreover, 
Classification of critical points of even functions
We present here a table of germs of smooth even functions at zero up to the following transformations: adding a constant, adding a nondegenerate quadratic form in the remaining variables, and a smooth odd change of variables. The integer c e in the table is the even codimension of an even class of singularities and equals the minimal number l ≥ c e of parameters of a family, such that a critical point of the class under consideration is non-removable under small perturbations of the family of even functions. The integer µ e is the even multiplicity of the function at zero (see 3.3). It equals the even codimension of the singularity plus 1.
The notions R O −equivalence of even germs (see 3.4), even singularity, even class of singularities, even type of a critical point, even modality m e , and even moduli are defined similarly to 2.2. The equality µ e = c e + m e + 1 is valid.
Even singularities of the series A e,k do not have moduli (m e = 0). Other even singularities listed in Table (2.7 ) are unimodal (m e = 1). Actually, all finite-even-multiple even singularities but A e,k have moduli (m e ≥ 1) [12, Theorem 4.3] . For generic families of even functions with l ≤ 5 parameters, there are no even singularities at zero apart from those which are equivalent to the even singularities listed in Table (2.7) .
Even class of

Normal form
Restrictions µ e c e β singularities
x 3 y ± y 6 + axy 5 − 7 5 5/9 (2.7) Remark 2.8 A singularity X e,5 is a (local) minimum only if its normal form is x 4 + ax 2 y 2 + y 4 where a > −2, a = 2. Singularities X e,r+3 and Y e,r,s are (local) minima only if the normal form is x 4 + x 2 y 2 + ay 2r , or resp. x 2r + ax 2 y 2 + y 2s with a > 0. A singularity Y e,r is a (local) minimum only if the normal form is (x 2 + y 2 ) 2 + ay 2r .
The result formulated above is proved in Section 3. Section 4 gives the definition and properties of even versal deformations of germs, and explains their relation to generic parametric families of smooth even functions. The reader who is mainly interested in a description of bifurcations of critical points for generic families of smooth even functions can pass to Section 5.
Germs of even functions
Equivalence of germs
Let E be the algebra of germs at zero of C ∞ −functions f : R ν → R, and let m ⊂ E be the subalgebra of germs of functions, whose value at zero vanishes. Further E e ⊂ E is the subalgebra of germs of even functions, and m e = m ∩ E e is the maximal ideal of the subalgebra E e . Let f ∈ m e . Then all partial derivatives + . . . + h ν ∂f ∂xν with coefficients h k ∈ E , which are odd functions, form an ideal I e ∇f ⊂ m e of the algebra E e . This ideal is called the even gradient ideal, or the even Jacobian ideal, of the germ f .
Definition 3.2
The even local algebra of the gradient map of f at zero is the quotient algebra of the algebra of even germs, having a vanishing value at zero, by the ideal which is generated by the components of ∇f : Q e ∇f = m e /I e ∇f .
Example. Let ν = 1 and f (x) = x 6 . Then Q e ∇f = {a 2 x 2 + a 3 x 4 }. (The divided powers algebra with degrees less than 5 and a vanishing free term.) Definition 3.3 The integer µ e = dim Q e ∇f + 1 is called the even local multiplicity of the gradient map of f ∈ E e at zero, or the even multiplicity of the critical point 0 of the function f ∈ E e (compare [1, v. 1, 6.3] ). If µ e < ∞ then the critical point 0 of the even function f is called a finite-even-multiple critical point.
Let G be the group of germs of smooth odd changes of variables in R ν , i.e. germs of diffeomorphisms h :
The change of variables by means of h ∈ G obviously transforms even functions to even ones, and odd functions to odd ones. Besides, under such a change of variables, the ideal I e ∇f and the algebra Q e ∇f are equivariantly transformed: I e ∇(h * f ) = h * I e ∇f and Q e ∇(h * f ) = h * Q e ∇f . Therefore, the even multiplicity µ e of the critical point 0 is preserved under odd changes of variables in R ν . Definition 3.4 Elements f 1 , f 2 ∈ E e which admit a change of variables h ∈ G such that
Recall that (not necessarily even) function germs f 1 , f 2 are called R−equivalent if the equality f 1 • h −1 ≡ f 2 is valid for some, not necessarily odd, diffeomorphism h with h(0) = 0.
The following analogues of the Morse Lemma, the splitting lemma, and the Tougeron theorem about a finite-determination show that the class of odd changes of variables is wide enough: Theorem 3.5 ( Morse lemma for even functions) In a neighbourhood of the nondegenerate critical point 0, an even function is R O −equivalent to the sum of a quadratic form and a constant.
The above theorem is a partial case of the so called equivariant Morse lemma, see [1, v. 1, 17.3] . Theorem 3.6 (Splitting lemma for even functions) In a neighbourhood of the critical point 0 of co-rank k ≤ ν, an even function is R O −equivalent to a function having the form ψ(x 1 , . . . , x k ) + Q(x k+1 , . . . , x ν ) where ψ is an even function in k variables, and Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in ν − k variables. Theorem 3.6 generalizes Theorem 3.5. It is proved by means of the parametric Morse lemma for even functions. Theorem 3.6 is a partial case of the Z 2 −splitting lemma [4] , which is a partial case of the equivariant splitting lemma [12, Lemma 2.1]. For arbitrary smooth functions, a similar assertion is proved by J. Mather in his unpublished notes about R−equivalence. For the case k = 1, a proof is given in the beginning of the proof of the lemma from [1, v. 1, 9.6] .
Theorem 3.7 (Tougeron theorem about finite-determination of an even germ) In a neighbourhood of the finite-even-multiple critical point 0, an even function is R O −equivalent to a polynomial (namely, to its Taylor polynomial of degree 2µ e at 0 where µ e is the even multiplicity).
Actually, this theorem admits the following generalization: one can choose the neighbourhood of 0 in such a way that any even function which is close enough to the function under consideration is also R O −equivalent in this neighbourhood to a polynomial of degree 2µ e (namely, to its Taylor polynomial of degree 2µ e at 0).
A proof of this theorem (as well as the generalization from above) is analogous to the proof of the Tougeron theorem about finite-determination of a usual germ (for a proof by J. Mather see [1, v. 1, 6.3 and 6.4] ), see [9] and [4] . Example. For a nondegenerate critical point (µ e = 1), an even function is R O −equivalent to its Taylor polynomial of degree 2 ( Morse lemma ). This example shows that the degree 2µ e can not be replaced by a lesser one.
Classification of singularities of even germs
In order to obtain a classification of singularities of even smooth functions, we can not unfortunately just consider all even normal forms of singularities of the usual smooth functions, since we do not know whether the R−equivalence of even germs with a vanishing value at 0 implies their R O −equivalence. But we can transfer the corresponding classification assertions for the singularities of usual germs (see [1, chap. 2] ) to our case. Theorem 3.9 The space of germs at 0 of even functions in ν variables with the critical point 0 of co-rank k ≤ ν has codimension k(k + 1)/2 in the space of germs of even functions at 0. (The co-rank of a critical point is the co-rank of the second differential of the function at this point.)
In particular, in generic families of even functions with at most 5 parameters, only singularities of co-rank at most 2 occur. Thus, due to Theorem 3.6, in order to classify singularities and even singularities of functions which occur in generic families with at most 5 parameters, one may restrict oneself to functions in two variables.
A proof of the above theorem follows from the fact that the codimension of the set of matrices of co-rank k in the space of all symmetric matrices of order ν equals k(k + 1)/2, see [1, v. 1, 2.2 and 11.1]. Here one should take into account that the second differential of an even function at zero can be an arbitrary symmetric matrix.
Theorem 3.10 Let 0 be a finite-even-multiple critical point of co-rank 1 of an even function. Then, in a neighbourhood of 0, the function is R O −equivalent to the function c + x 2µe + Q where c is a constant, µ e is the even multiplicity, and Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in the remaining variables.
A proof is obtained by means of Theorem 3.6. It is analogous to the proof of the similar assertion for arbitrary smooth functions, see the lemma from [1, v. 1, 9.6] and Statement 6.3.
Thus, in order to describe all singularities in generic (i.e. stable, see 4.9) families of even functions with l ≤ 5 parameters, it remains to classify even singularities of co-rank 2 of even functions in two variables. Let us show that any even singularity of interest has a nonvanishing 4−jet (i.e. its Taylor series contains a nonvanishing term of order 4 or less).
Theorem 3.11
The space of germs at 0 of even functions in two variables with a vanishing 4−jet has codimension 8 in the space of germs of even functions with critical value 0 at the point 0.
A proof of the above theorem follows from the invariance of the order of the lowest term under a diffeomorphic change of variables. Moreover, one should observe that the condition about the absence of the second order terms is defined by 3 equations, see Theorem 3.9, while the condition about the absence of the fourth order terms is defined by 5 equations.
3.12 Even singularities of co-rank 2 with vanishing 2-jet and nonvanishing 4-jet Consider a real-valued 4-form in two variables
where at least one of the coefficients a i does not vanish. Zeros of the equation A(x, y) = 0 define four lines on the complex plane (x, y). Thus the form A can be represented as the product of four linear forms A i = u i x + w i y with complex coefficients, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Combining the linear forms into pairs, one can obtain a representation
where A i (x, y), i = 1, 2 are quadratic forms with real coefficients. We obtain the following cases of canonical forms of real-valued 4-forms in two variables. 2. If exactly two of the real lines coincide, for example, A 1 (x, y) = 0 ⇔ A 2 (x, y) = 0, then one of the quadratic forms A i (x, y) is nondegenerate, and the second one is degenerate. Moreover, they can be simultaneously reduced to diagonal form by a real linear change of variables. This reduces the form A(x, y) to the form A(x, y) = x 2 (±x 2 ± y 2 ). We remark that all changes of variables from above are linear and therefore are odd.
Let us notice at once that the case 5 is not of interest to us, since the codimension of the subspace of even germs with a 4−jet (i.e. the Taylor polynomial of degree 4) of such type equals 6. Thus, such a singularity can not appear in generic families of even functions with l ≤ 5 parameters. In fact, the subspace of such germs is defined by three equations on the quadratic terms and three equations on the fourth order terms.
Consider the case 1. If |a| = 2 and the signes ±± in the form A(x, y) equal ++ or −− then A(x, y) = ±(x 2 ± y 2 ) 2 . Therefore, the form A(x, y) has the form ±x 2 y 2 (case 3), or ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 (the latter subcase will be considered after case 3). Let us analyze case 2. We will use the Newton diagram ( Fig. 1 ) which corresponds to the Taylor series a p,q x p y q of f and is defined as follows. This diagram represents the support supp f consisting of those integer points (q, p) ∈ R 2 which are exponents of the monomials contributing to the series with nonvanishing coefficients.
The method of a ruler turning by Newton consists of the following steps. At first, one draws a line (a ruler ) through the exponent of a marked monomial (which is ±x 2 y 2 in our case) such that The ruler meets just one point (2k, 0) of the q-axis. In this case, one proves that all other points of the support do not affect the R O −equivalence class of the germ f . Namely, the germ reduces to the form ±x 4 + ax 2 y 2 ± y 2k with a = 0 (the even singularity X e,k+3 ), see the corollary from [1, v. 1, 12.7] . Moreover, it follows directly from the proof (the cross-words method) that this reduction can be fulfilled by means of an odd change of variables. Here one should use the Tougeron Theorem 3.7 for even functions. Subcase 2. The ruler meets two points (k + 1, 1) and (2k, 0) which correspond to terms xy k+1 and y 2k with k even. In this case, let us consider the polynomial which is defined by the monomial ±x 4 and the points falling on the ruler:
We will call this polynomial the mean part of the germ being investigated. It is easy to observe that, by means of an odd change of variables x ′ = x + λy k−1 , one can turn the coefficient C into zero. Now the subcase 2 is reduced to the subcase 1. Case 3 is analyzed similarly to case 2 (the ruler turns clockwise at first and counter-clockwise later). Here, by means of an odd change of variables, the germ reduces to the form ±x 2k +ax 2 y 2 ±y 2l with a = 0 (the even singularity Y e,k,l ).
Let us return to case 1. It remains to analyze the subcase where the 4-jet of the even germ f reduces to the form ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 . Let us associate to the even Taylor series ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 + p+q≥6 a p,q x p y q of f the series of complex numbers a 3 , a 4 , . . . , which are defined as a k = 2k p=0 i p a p,2k−p . In particular, a 3 = a 0,6 − a 2,4 + a 4,2 − a 6,0 + i(a 1,5 − a 3,3 + a 5,1 ). Using the Tougeron Theorem 3.7 for even functions, it is easy to check that, by means of an odd change of variables, the germ reduces to the form ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 + ay 6 with a = |a 3 | as soon as a 3 = 0 (the even singularityỸ e,3 ). Moreover, one easily shows that there exists a sequence of polynomialsã 3 = a 3 ,ã 4 , . . . in a p,q with complex coefficients such that, by means of an odd change of variables, the germ f reduces to the form ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 + ay 2k with a = |ã k | as soon as k is the index of the first nonvanishing element of this sequence (the even singularityỸ e,k ). Here the polynomialã k − a k explicitly depends only on a p,q , 6 ≤ p + q < 2k. These properties of the sequence a 3 ,ã 4 ,ã 5 , . . . can be considered as an analogue of the method of a ruler turning, see above. Let us notice that we actually do not need to consider the case a 3 = 0, since the codimension of the corresponding subspace of the space of even singularities having value 0 at the origin equals 7. Here, one considers the subspace consisting of those singularities which satisfy the following condition: the 4-jet of the singularity reduces to the form ±(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 by means of an odd change of variables and, in the obtained variables, a 3 = 0.
Case 4. It is easy to show that, by means of an odd change of variables, the 6-jet of the germ reduces to the form x 3 y +a 1 y 6 +a 2 xy 5 . Moreover, the germ itself reduces to the form x 3 y ±y 6 +axy 5 if a 1 = 0 (the even singularity Z e,7 ). Consider the space of even germs in two variables such that the Taylor polynomial of the fourth order reduces to the form x 3 y by means of an odd change of variables, and the coefficient at the term y 6 (with respect to these variables) vanishes. It is easy to check that the validity of this condition does not depend on the choice of variables. The codimension of this subspace in the space of all even germs taking value 0 at the origin equals 6. In fact, this subspace is defined by three equations on the 2nd order terms of the Taylor series, two equations on the 4th order terms, and one equation on the coefficient at the term y 6 .
Even deformations of even functions
Definition 4.1 An even deformation of an even germ f ∈ m e with a base Λ ⊂ R l is the germ of a smooth map
and F (·, λ) ∈ m e for an arbitrary value of the parameter λ ∈ Λ.
where
is a smooth germ which is odd with respect to x and satisfies the condition g(x, 0) = x.
where ϕ : (R l , 0) → (R l , 0) is the germ of a smooth map between bases.
Definition 4.4 An even deformation F of an even germ f ∈ m e is called R O −versal if any even deformation of f is R O −equivalent to a deformation which is induced from F . Therefore, an even deformation F of f is R O −versal if any even deformation F ′ of f can be represented as
With regard to 4.8, the following theorems provide a means for the investigation of singularities of even germs and caustic surfaces. Theorem 4.6 Any R O −versal even deformation of a finite-even-multiple even germ f has at least µ e − 1 parameters, where µ e is the even multiplicity of f . An even deformation
is R O −versal if the germs of functions e k at zero define a basis of the linear space Q e ∇f . 
Stable families of even functions
Let us make an important remark relating the theory of germs deformations and the perturbation theory for parametric families of functions.
Let U be a domain of R ν which contains 0 and is invariant under the transformation x → −x, and let Λ be a domain of R l which contains 0. A smooth function F : U × Λ → R is called a smooth family of even functions on U with the base Λ if F (·, λ) ∈ m e for any value of the parameter λ ∈ Λ, compare 4.1. Any representative F : (U × Λ, 0) → (R, 0) of an even deformation of an even germ f ∈ m e is obviously a smooth family of even functions. . Similarly, the R O −versality of an even deformation is equivalent to the stronger property R O −stability of an even deformation: any representative F : (U × Λ, 0) → (R, 0) of an even deformation F admits a neighbourhood E in the space of smooth families of smooth even functions on U with the base Λ (i.e. smooth functions on U × Λ satisfying the conditions F (−x, λ) = F (x, λ) and F (0, λ) = 0) such that, for any family F ′ : U × Λ → R from E, there exists a point 0 ′ such that the germ F ′ at 0 ′ defines a deformation of a germ f ′ , R O −equivalent to the deformation F , where f ′ is R O −equivalent to f . Moreover, if the family F ′ is close enough to F , the point 0 ′ can be chosen arbitrarily close to 0 and the R O −equivalence can be chosen arbitrarily close to the identity.
The versality and the stability of a deformation are apparently equivalent to the stronger property strict stability, which is formulated as follows in the case of even deformations: any representative F : (U × Λ, 0) → (R, 0) of an even deformation F admits a neighbourhood E in the space of smooth families of smooth even functions on U with the base Λ and a neighbourhood U ′ × Λ ′ of the origin in U × Λ such that U ′ is invariant under the transformation (x, λ) → (−x, λ) and, for any family F ′ : U × Λ → R from E, there exist mappings g : U ′ × Λ ′ → U × Λ and ϕ : Λ ′ → Λ, close to the identities, such that
in the domain U ′ × Λ ′ . We remark that the conditions g(x, 0) = x and ϕ(0) = 0 are not required, compare (4.5). The property R + −stability of an R + −versal deformation (resp. R O −stability of an R O −versal deformation) implies that a singularity of multiplicity (resp. even multiplicity) µ is non-removable for generic l−parameter families of functions with l ≥ µ − 1. Moreover, the caustic surfaces for such families have the same local structure as the caustic surfaces for l−parameter R + −versal (resp.
Remark 4.10 R + −versal deformations of all known types of finite-multiple singularities are R + −stratified in the following sense. If F : (U × Λ) → (R, 0) is a representative of an R + −versal deformation of a germ f ∈ E then there exists a neighbourhood U ′ × Λ ′ of the origin in U × Λ with the following properties. For any (x, λ) ∈ U ′ × Λ ′ \ {0}, the multiplicity of the germ F (·, λ) at x is not larger than the multiplicity µ of the germ f at 0. Furthermore, the points (x, λ) ∈ U ′ × Λ ′ corresponding to germs which are R + −equivalent to the germ f form a smooth submanifold M 1 of codimension µ − 1, while the points (x, λ) ∈ U ′ × Λ ′ corresponding to germs of multiplicity µ form a smooth submanifold M 2 ⊂ M 1 . Moreover, the restriction of the projection (x, λ) → λ to any of the submanifolds M 1 and M 2 is a diffeomorphism onto its image. Here the image of the submanifold M 2 is called a µ = const stratum, its codimension c is called the codimension of the singularity of f , and the integer m = µ − c − 1 is called the modality of the singularity of f .
Similarly, R O −versal deformations of all known types of finite-even-multiple singularities of even germs are R O −stratified in the following sense. If F : (U × Λ) → (R, 0) is a representative of an R O −versal deformation of an even germ f ∈ m e then there exists a neighbourhood U ′ × Λ ′ of the origin in U ×Λ such that U ′ is invariant under the transformation (x, λ) → (−x, λ) and the following conditions are fulfilled. For any λ ∈ Λ ′ , the even multiplicity of the germ F (·, λ) at 0 is not larger than the even multiplicity µ e of the germ f at 0. Moreover, the points λ ∈ Λ ′ corresponding to even germs which are R O −equivalent to the even germ f form a smooth submanifold of codimension µ e − 1, while the points λ ∈ Λ ′ corresponding to even germs of even multiplicity µ e form a smooth submanifold called an even µ e = const stratum. Here the codimension c e of the even stratum is called the even codimension of the even singularity of f , and the integer m e = µ e − c e − 1 is called the even modality of the even singularity of f .
If a singularity of multiplicity µ admits an R + −versal deformation which is R + −stratified and strictly R + −stable then the class of singularities containing this singularity appears in typical l−parameter families of functions if and only if l ≥ c = µ − m − 1.
Similarly, if an even singularity of even multiplicity µ e admits an R O −versal deformation which is R O −stratified and strictly R O −stable then the even class of singularities containing this singularity appears in typical l−parameter families of even functions if and only if l ≥ c e = µ e − m e − 1. Example. Consider an even germ f ∈ m e at the origin with a singularity of type A e,4 , see Table (2.7). Theorem 4.6 implies that, as an even R O -versal deformation of f , one can take
Thus, an even germ of type A e,4 becomes non-removable under small perturbations of a family if the dimension l of the parametric space is at least three. Moreover, the surface of caustic values corresponding to singularities of this type has codimension l − 3, see 4.10.
Example. Consider an even germ f ∈ m e at the origin with the even singularity X ++ e,5 , see Table ( 2.7). Theorem 4.6 implies that, as an even R O -versal deformation of f , one can take
Thus, even germs of class X ++ e,5 become non-removable under small perturbations of an even family if the dimension l of the parametric space is at least four. Observe however that if λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 0 then, for small values of λ 4 , the even germ F (·; λ) at zero has a singularity of class X ++ e,5 , although it is not equivalent to its initial form f = F (·; 0). Thus, if we want an even singularity of class X ++ e,5 to be preserved under arbitrary small perturbations of an even family, it is enough to require that the dimension l of the parametric space is at least three. Such singularities are called modal (in our case, the even singularity of f is unimodal, since it contains one even module a). This term is used for (even) germs whose arbitrary small neighbourhood in the space of (even) germs is covered by a finite number of m−parameter families of (even) singularities. The minimal integer m with this property is called the (even) modality of the singularity [1, v. 1, II].
Bifurcations of critical points of even functions in typical families
Consider a family ω λ (k) : T ν → R satisfying (1.1). Values of the parameter λ run through some domain in R l . We will study generic families of functions ω λ (k), that is such families that all critical points of ω λ (·) are non-removable for the entire family under small perturbations of the family.
For an arbitrary dimension l of the parametric space, there are only three types of caustic surfaces of codimension one. 1. A caustic hypersurface of type A + e,2 ⊂ A 3 or A − e,2 ⊂ A 3 . It corresponds to a singularity at a basic critical point. Under a passage of the parameter across this hypersurface, a pair (k, −k) of additional critical points separates from the basic critical point. 2. A caustic hypersurface of type A 2 . It corresponds to a singularity at a twin critical point. Under a passage of the parameter across this hypersurface, two pairs of additional critical points (existing on one side of the hypersurface) merge into one pair and disappear (i.e. are absent on the other side of the hypersurface).
Below, we will give a detailed description of the behaviour (bifurcations) of critical points near the caustics for small (physical) dimensions l = 1, 2, 3 of the parametric space. Bifurcations for the codimensions l = 1, 2 are described in the works [7, 5] .
In Sections 6 and 7, we will show how to determine types of critical points of functions which appear in typical parametric families with a small number l = 1, 2, 3, 4 of parameters, and formulate conditions on their deformations to be typical (more precisely, versal).
Typical one-parameter families
Although we considered even germs taking value 0 at the origin, the values of an even function at the basic critical points freely depend on λ. For convenience, we will assume below that the values of even functions at the basic critical points vanish.
There exists a finite number of caustic values λ 1 , . . . , λ p , for which a basic critical point degenerates. Due to Table (2.7) and Statement 6.3, the singularity types at these points are A e,2 . There exists a finite number of caustic valuesλ 1 , . . . ,λ q , for which additional (twin) critical points degenerate. Due to Table (2. 3) and Statement 6.1, the singularity type at these points is A 2 . 
Under a passage of the parameter across the caustic value λ i , a pair (k, −k) of additional critical points separates from the basic critical point.
Under a passage of the parameter across the caustic valueλ i , two twin critical points (k ′ , −k ′ ) and (k ′′ , −k ′′ ) which exist for values of λ lying on one side ofλ i (namely, for λ <λ i ) merge into a twin critical point (k, −k) and disappear for λ lying on the other side ofλ i (namely, for λ >λ i ). Bifurcations of level lines of a function for the case ν = 2 are illustrated in Fig. 45 [1,  v. 1, 9 .6].
Typical two-parameter families
For l = 2, all caustic values form a one-dimensional (not necessarily connected) curve which has one of the following forms in a neighbourhood of any of its points: 1. (A 2 ) A one-dimensional curve corresponding to a degeneracy of an additional critical point with singularity type A 2 . Under a passage of the parameter across this curve, two pairs of critical points merge into one pair (k 0 , −k 0 ) and disappear. 2. (A ± e,2 ) A one-dimensional curve corresponding to a degeneracy of a basic critical point with singularity type A e,2 ⊂ A 3 . Under a passage of the parameter across this curve, a pair (k, −k) of additional critical points separates from the basic critical point. Fig. 2 a: A semicubical cusp point -a typical singularity A ± 3 of caustic curves b: Bifurcations of functions at a singularity A + 3 in typical families of functions 
The caustic curve is defined by the equation λ 2 2 = ( 
arise. Under a passage across the curve Γ 2 from the domain II to the domain I, the points (k 1 , −k 1 ) and (k ′ 1 , −k ′ 1 ) merge and disappear, and the point (k
In a neighbourhood of a caustic value λ corresponding to a degenerate basic critical point of type A e,3 ⊂ A 5 , the set of caustic values consists of two curves Γ 1 , Γ 2 of type A e,2 ⊂ A 3 (corresponding to a degeneracy of the basic critical point) which adjoin λ and form a regular curve Γ 1 ∪ λ ∪ Γ 2 , as well as one curve Γ ′ of type A 2 (corresponding to a degeneracy of a twin critical point) which also adjoin λ and is tangent to the curve Γ 2 with the contact order 2, see Fig. 3 .
For ν = 1 and λ = 0, an R + −versal deformation of a function in a neighbourhood of a degenerate basic critical point 0 of type A + e,3 has the form F (k, λ) = k 6 + λ 1 k 4 + λ 2 k 2 . The branches Γ 1 ∪ λ ∪ Γ 2 and Γ ′ of the caustic curve are defined by the equations λ 2 = 0 and resp. λ 2 = Then, under a passage across the caustic Γ 2 to the domain III, one more twin point (k 2 , −k 2 ) separates. Finally, under a passage of λ from the domain III to the domain I across the caustic Γ ′ , both twin points merge and disappear.
Of course, except for the singularities listed above, transversal intersections of different branches of caustics are also possible:
Typical three-parameter families
All caustic values form a two-dimensional (not necessarily connected) surface which has one of the following forms in a neighbourhood of any of its points: In a neighbourhood of a caustic value λ corresponding to a degeneracy of a basic critical point with singularity type A e,4 ⊂ A 7 , the set of caustic values is formed by the following surfaces (Fig. 4 , see also Fig. 62 [1] ): a) Two surfaces Γ 1 , Γ 2 corresponding to a degeneracy of a basic critical point. These surfaces adjoin each other on a curve l 1 which passes through the point λ. Here the degeneracy type of the basic point of this curve equals A e,3 ⊂ A 5 (except the point λ). The point λ splits the curve l 1 into two curves which will be denoted by l c) A surface Γ ′ 2 corresponding to a degeneracy of type A 2 of an additional critical point. The
A e,3 
of the caustic surface are respectively defined by the equations
Bifurcations of even functions in ν = 1 variable in a neighbourhood of a caustic value corresponding to a singularity of type A + e,4 are shown in Fig. 5 (compare Fig. 91 [2] ). This figure does not show the whole caustic, but only its intersection with a cylinder (λ 1 = ε sin ϕ, λ 2 = ε cos ϕ, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π for a small positive constant ε), which intersects the plane Γ 1 ∪ l 1 ∪ Γ 2 transversally. Let us describe the behaviour of critical points for parameter values λ close to λ: In the domain I, there are no twin critical points. Under a passage across the caustic Γ 1 to the domain II, a twin point (k 1 , −k 1 ) separates from the basic critical point. Under a passage across the caustic Γ ′ 1 from the domain II to the domain III, two twin critical points (k 2 , −k 2 ) and (k 3 , −k 3 ) arise. Thus, for the domain III, there are 3 twin critical points in a neighbourhood of the basic critical point. Under a passage across the caustic Γ ′ 2 from the domain III to the domain II, the twin critical points (k 1 , −k 1 ) and (k 2 , −k 2 ) merge and disappear. Under a passage across the caustic Γ 2 from the domain II to the domain IV , the twin critical point (k 2 , −k 2 ) separates from the basic critical point. Under a passage across the caustic Γ ′ 1 from the domain IV to the domain I, the twin critical points (k 2 , −k 2 ) and (k 3 , −k 3 ) merge and disappear. 9, 10. (X ++ e,5 , X −− e,5 , and X +− e,5 ) As a "model" (more precisely, a one-parameter family of "models") of a typical 3-parameter family of functions in ν = 2 variables, we consider
Here λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are parameters of the family and a is a parameter of the model (a = ±2 in the cases ++ and −−). In a neighbourhood of a caustic value λ corresponding to a degeneracy of a basic critical point with singularity class X e,5 ⊂ X 9 , the set of caustic values is a surface which is the union of two conic surfaces (more precisely, "surfaces close to conic ones") Γ and Γ ′ with vertex at a) The surface Γ is a circular cone having vertex at the point λ (in our model it is the cone λ 2 2 = 4λ 1 λ 3 ). Finitely many elements l 1 , l 2 , . . . of the cone Γ depending on a are chosen: In the case ++, there are no chosen elements of the cone for a > −2, while there are four chosen elements l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 for a < −2 (for our model, they are obtained by intersecting the cone with two planes
). Similarly, in the case −−, there are no chosen elements of the cone for a < 2, while there are four chosen elements l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 for a > 2 (for our model, they are obtained by intersecting the cone with two planes
). In the case +− two elements l 1 and l 2 of the cone are chosen (for our model, they are obtained by intersecting the cone by the plane
). All points of the cone Γ except the point λ and the points lying on the chosen cone elements l 1 , l 2 , . . . correspond to a degeneracy of type A e,2 of a basic critical point. All points of the chosen cone elements apart from λ correspond to a degeneracy of type A e,3 of a basic critical point.
Denote by Γ + and Γ − two half-cones of the cone Γ, i.e. two connected components of Γ \ λ (for our model, they are the parts of Γ lying in the octants λ 1 > 0, λ 3 > 0, and resp. λ 1 < 0, λ 3 < 0).
A e,3
A e,2 Denote by Ω + and Ω − the domains of R 3 bounded by the surfaces Γ + and Γ − , resp. Denote by l
and l − i the rays of the cone element l i lying resp. in the half-cones Γ + and Γ − . b) The surface Γ ′ is a conic surface which is formed by a number of conic surfaces of type A 2 . These surfaces adjoin the cone Γ on its chosen elements l 1 , l 2 , . . . from above (more precisely, on their rays l ± 1 , l ± 2 , . . . ). Furthermore, these surfaces adjoin each other on rays-cuspidal edges coming from λ and having type A 3 . The shape of the surface Γ ′ (in particular, the number of cuspidal edges and the location of them with respect to the cone Γ) depends in general on the signs ±± and the value of the module a which appear in the normal form of an even germ of class X e,5 . In other words, it depends on the degeneracy type of the basic critical point for λ = λ: In the cases ++ and −−, if a = 0 has a small enough absolute value then the surface Γ ′ consists of four surfaces Γ ′ 1 , Γ ′ 2 , Γ ′ 3 , and Γ ′ 4 of type A 2 . These surfaces consecutively adjoin each other on four rays l ′ 1 , l ′ 2 , l ′ 3 , and l ′ 4 coming from λ and being cuspidal edges of type A 3 . More precisely, in the case ++ with 0 < a ≪ 1, the surface Γ ′ lies inside the domain Ω − (Fig. 6 a) . But, in the case ++ with 0 < −a ≪ 1, each surface Γ ′ i intersects the cone Γ transversally in a ray corresponding a degeneracy of type A e,2 + A 2 . In the latter case, the cuspidal edges l ′ 2 and l ′ 4 lie inside the domain Ω − , while the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 3 lie outside it (Fig. 6 b) . In the case −−, the surface Γ ′ has a similar form, see Remark 5.5. In the case +−, if a = 0 has a small enough absolute value, then the surface Γ ′ consists of four surfaces Γ ′ 1 , Γ ′ 2 , Γ ′ 3 , and Γ ′ 4 of type A 2 . Here, two surfaces Γ ′ 1 and Γ ′ 2 adjoin the cone Γ on the rays l + 1 and resp. l + 2 of the cone elements. Furthermore, these surfaces adjoin each other on a cuspidal edge l ′ 1 (of type A 3 ) which is a ray coming from λ. Other surfaces Γ ′ 3 and Γ ′ 4 adjoin the cone Γ on the rays l − 1 and resp. l − 2 of the cone elements. Furthermore, these surfaces adjoin each other on a cuspidal edge l ′ 2 (of type A 3 ), which is a ray coming from λ. Moreover, the surface Γ ′ 1 intersects each of the surfaces Γ ′ 4 and Γ − transversally in one ray coming from λ, while the surface Γ ′ 2 intersects each of the surfaces Γ ′ 3 and Γ − transversally in one ray coming from λ (Fig. 6 c) . We obtained the above description of the form of the caustic Γ ∪ Γ ′ for 0 < |a| ≪ 1 from an explicit presentation of the surface Γ ′ for a = 0 in our model (taking into account the following Remarks 5.5 and 5.6). Namely, in the case ++ with a = 0, the surface Γ ′ is defined by the equation
Furthermore, in the case +− with a = 0, the surface Γ ′ is the closure of the surface defined by the equation
Here one denotes ̺ = . Actually, in the case +−, the conic surface Γ ′ is obtained from the indicated surface by adding four rays, where two of these rays lie on the plane λ 1 = 0, and the other two rays lie on the plane λ 3 = 0.
In the cases ++ and +− with 0 < a ≪ 1, bifurcations of level lines of functions in ν = 2 variables are shown on Fig. 7 and 8 , respectively. These figures do not show the whole caustic, but only its intersection with the cylinder λ 1 = ε cos ϕ, λ 3 = ε sin ϕ, − π 4 ≤ ϕ ≤ 7π 4 for a small positive constant ε. In the both cases, the bifurcation diagram is invariant under the transformation (λ 2 , ϕ, x, y) → (−λ 2 , ϕ, −x, y). One can see from these figures that, if the parameter λ goes around a loop which envelops the cone Γ, the following transformation happens. In the case ++, the twin critical point (k, −k) (corresponding to a pair of minima of an even function) transforms into (−k, k). In the case +−, each of two separatrices of the saddle point 0 turns by π.
Remark 5.5
The conic surface Γ ′ is symmetric. Namely, it is invariant under reflections with respect to one or two planes which leave the cone Γ invariant. In our model, it is the plane λ 2 = 0 in the case +− and two planes λ 2 = 0 and λ 1 = λ 3 in each of the cases ++ and −−. Besides, in the case +−, the caustic surfaces corresponding to opposite values of the parameter a are obtained from each other by reflection with respect to the plane λ 1 = −λ 3 . Furthermore, the caustic surfaces in the case ++ and the case −−, corresponding to opposite values of the parameter a, are obtained from each other by the reflection with respect to this plane.
Remark 5.6
If the parameter a continuously varies in the domain of admissible values (a = ±2 in the cases ++ and −−), the conic surface Γ ′ is deformed. In particular, locations of the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 , l ′ 2 , l ′ 3 , l ′ 4 (in the cases ++ and −−) and resp. l ′ 1 , l ′ 2 (in the case +−) are continuously deformed with respect to a. Moreover, each of these cuspidal edges is preserved for all admissible values of a by just deforming continuously on a, with the edge remaining in the corresponding plane of symmetry: In the cases ++ and −−, the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 3 lie in the plane λ 2 = 0, while the cuspidal edges l ′ 2 and l ′ 4 lie in the plane λ 1 = λ 3 . More precisely: in the case ++, the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 3 correspond to the twin critical points ( − 2 ) of type A 3 . They are defined by λ 3 = a 2 λ 1 , λ 1 < λ 2 = 0 and resp. λ 1 = a 2 λ 3 , λ 3 < λ 2 = 0. Furthermore, the cuspidal edges l ′ 2 and l ′ 4 correspond to the twin critical
2 ) of type A 3 . They are defined by λ 2 = a−2 2 λ 1 , λ 1 = λ 3 < 0 and resp. λ 2 = 2−a 2 λ 1 , λ 1 = λ 3 < 0. In the case +−, the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 2 lie in the plane λ 2 = 0 and correspond to the twin critical points ( − 2 ) of type A 3 . They are defined by λ 3 = a 2 λ 1 , λ 1 < λ 2 = 0 and resp. λ 1 = − a 2 λ 3 , λ 3 > λ 2 = 0. >From the indicated explicit presentation of the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 , l ′ 2 (in the case +−) and
(in the cases ++ and −−), we find their location with respect to the cone Γ for any a: In the case ++ (the case −− is analogous due to 5.5), all of the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 , l ′ 2 , l ′ 3 , l ′ 4 remain inside the domain Ω − for 0 < a < 2 and for 2 < a < 6, while they are outside the domains Ω + and Ω − for a < −2 (moreover, all these cuspidal edges "tend" to the axis of the cone Γ as a → 2). In the case ++ with −2 < a < 0, the cuspidal edges l ′ 2 and l ′ 4 lie inside the domain Ω − , while the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 3 lie outside the domains Ω + and Ω − . In the case ++ with a > 6, the cuspidal edges l ′ 1 and l ′ 3 lie inside the domain Ω − , while the cuspidal edges l ′ 2 and l ′ 4 lie outside the domains Ω + and Ω − . In the case +− with a > 0, the cuspidal edge l ′ 1 lies inside the domain Ω − , while the cuspidal edge l ′ 2 lies outside the domains Ω + and Ω − . In the case +− with a < 0, the cuspidal edge l ′ 2 lies inside the domain Ω + , while the cuspidal edge l ′ 1 lies outside the domains Ω + and Ω − .
Unfortunately, the authors do not know whether the form of the conic surface Γ ′ (in particular, the number of its cuspidal edges) and its location with respect to the cone Γ change under a continuous change of the value of a. In particular, we do not know whether bifurcations of cuspidal edges happen for some exceptional values of a lying outside the interval 0 < |a| ≪ 1 considered above. Possible bifurcations of cuspidal edges should be similar to bifurcations of cusps occuring in generic families of sections by parallel planes of a swallow-tail (a rise/destruction of a pair of cuspidal edges), a purse (a bifurcation of one cuspidal edge), and a pyramid (a bifurcation of three cuspidal edges).
In a neighbourhood of a caustic value λ corresponding to a degeneracy of an additional critical point of degeneracy type A ± 3 and another basic or additional critical point of degeneracy type A 2 or resp. A ± e,2 , the set of caustic values is the union of a surface from case 3 (A ± 3 ) and a plane (from case 2 or resp. 1) which intersects the exceptional curve of type A 
In a neighbourhood of a caustic value λ corresponding to a degeneracy of three different basic or additional critical points of degeneracy types A 2 or A ± e,2 , the set of caustic values is the union of three planes which intersect each other transversally at the point λ.
A determinant of singularity types
In practice, the following questions often arise: whether the germ of a given function f has a certain singularity type, and which normal form the function has near the singular point. For singularities of codimension 0 (i.e. Morse functions and even Morse functions), answers are given by the Morse lemma for arbitrary functions and even functions, see Theorem 3.5.
Below, we answer these questions for the singularities which appear in typical l−parameter families with l = 1, 2, 3, 4 parameters for arbitrary functions and even functions, see Statements 6.1, 6.7, 6.8, and resp. 6.3, 6.10, 6.12.
Statement 6.1 (A singularity A µ ) Let 0 be a critical point of a smooth function f : R ν → R. Suppose that the kernel of the second differential of f at the origin coincides with the coordinate axis Ok 1 (in particular, 0 is a critical point of co-rank 1). Then there exists a sequence of real numbers a µ , µ = 2, 3, . . . , depending on partial derivatives of f at the origin, and possessing the following properties:
+ . . . , where the additional terms form a polynomial in the values of the partial
(except the derivatives with respect to the variable k 1 only) and the components of the inverse of the matrix
This polynomial has integer coefficients and a vanishing free term. The numbers a µ are given in Table ( 
2. The germ of f at the origin has a singularity of type A µ if and only if
Moreover, if (6.2) is fulfilled then f reduces to the form f = a + a µk µ+1 1 + Q(k 2 , . . . ,k ν ) in some neighbourhood of the origin by means of a regular change of variables k →k leaving the origin fixed. Here a is a constant, Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in ν − 1 variables.
In particular,
Statement 6.3 (An even singularity A e,µ ) Let f : R ν → R be a smooth even function defined in a neighbourhood of the point 0 in R ν . Suppose that the kernel of the second differential of f at the origin coincides with the coordinate axis Ok 1 (in particular, 0 is a critical point of co-rank 1).
Then there exists a sequence of real numbers a e,µ , µ = 2, 3, . . . , depending on partial derivatives of f at the origin, and possessing the following properties:
+ . . . where a 2µ−1 is assigned according to Statement 6.1 to the even function f , which is considered as a usual function. The numbers a e,µ are given in Table ( We will prove Statement 6.1 using the technique of the proof of the lemma about classifying finite-multiple singularities of co-rank 1 [1, v. 1, 9.6]. Due to the parametric Morse lemma for arbitrary smooth functions (analogous to Theorem 3.6), in a small neighbourhood of the origin, there exists a smooth change of variables (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k ν ) → (k 1 ,k 2 , . . . ,k ν ) leaving the origin fixed and reducing f to the form f = a+ψ(k 1 )+Q(k 2 , . . . ,k ν ), where a is a constant, Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form, and ψ(k 1 ) = O(|k 1 | 3 ) as k 1 → 0. It is obvious that the germ at the origin of a function ψ in one variable has a singularity of type A µ if and only if the order of the function ψ at the origin is µ + 1, i.e. ψ ′ (0) = ψ ′′ (0) = · · · = ψ (µ) (0) = 0 and ψ (µ+1) (0) = 0.
Therefore, it remains to express the numbers a µ := ψ (µ+1) (0) in terms of the values of the partial derivatives of f at the origin. Observe that ψ(
. . , ν define the coordinate axis Ok 1 of the coordinate system k 1 ,k 2 , . . . ,k ν and, hence, are implicitly defined by the system of equations
One sets the values at the origin, of the derivatives of order ≤ µ − 1 of the left-hand sides of these equations, to zero. This will give expressions for k ′ i (0), . . . , k
(0) in terms of the partial derivatives of order ≤ µ of f at the origin. By substituting these expressions into the derivative of order µ + 1 at the origin of the composite function ψ, we obtain a µ = ψ (µ+1) (0) =
where . . . is expressed by means of the partial derivatives of order ≤ µ of f at the origin. Statement 6.3 is similarly proved based on Theorem 3.6. 
Moreover, if ∆ 3 = 0 then f reduces to the form f = d +k 2 1k 2 + ∆ 3k 3 2 + Q(k 3 , . . . ,k ν ) in some neighbourhood of the origin by means of a regular change of variables k →k leaving the point 0 fixed. Here d is a constant, Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in ν − 2 variables.
In particular, f ∈ D Suppose that the kernel of the second differential of f at the origin coincides with the coordinate plane Ok 1 k 2 (in particular, 0 is a critical point of co-rank 2). Suppose that
= 1 (this can be achieved by means of a suitable linear change of the variables k 1 , k 2 provided that the cubic part of the Taylor series at the origin of the function f (k 1 , k 2 , 0, . . . , 0) does not vanish and is not a perfect cube). Then there exists a sequence of real numbers d µ , µ = 4, 5, . . . , depending on partial derivatives of f at the origin, and possessing the following properties:
(except the derivatives with respect to the variable k 2 only) and the components of the inverse of the matrix
, i, j = 3, . . . , ν. This polynomial has rational coefficients and a vanishing free term. The numbers d µ are given in Table ( 6.14) for µ = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
2. For µ ≥ 4, the germ of f at the origin has a singularity of type D ± µ if and only if
Moreover, if (6.9) holds then f reduces to the form f = d +k 2 1k 2 + d µk µ−1 2 + Q(k 3 , . . . ,k ν ) in some neighbourhood of the origin by means of a regular change of variables k →k leaving the origin fixed. Here d and Q are similar to those in Statement 6.7.
Statement 6.10 (An even singularity X e,5 ) Suppose that the kernel of the second differential at the origin of a smooth even function f : R ν → R coincides with the coordinate plane Ok 1 k 2 (in particular, 0 is a critical point of co-rank 2). Then the even germ of f at the origin has an even singularity of class X ±± e,5 if and only if ∆ 4 = 0, where ∆ 4 is the discriminant
Remark 6.11 Suppose that, under hypothesis of Statement 6.10, ∆ 4 = 0. This is equivalent to the fact that the polynomial Ax 4 + Bx 3 + Cx 2 + Dx + E does not have multiple roots [11] . Therefore, by means of a linear change of variables, the corresponding homogeneous polynomial of the fourth degree in two variables reduces to the form Ax 4 + Cx 2 y 2 + Ey 4 . In these variables, we have B = D = 0 and ∆ 4 = 16AE(C 2 − 4AE) 2 . Consequently, A = 0, E = 0, and C 2 = 4AE. Therefore one can assume that B = D = 0, |A| = |E| = 1, and that |C| = 2 as soon as AE = 1.
Statement 6.12 (An even singularity X e,µ ) Suppose that the kernel of the second differential at the origin of a smooth even function f : R ν → R coincides with the coordinate plane Ok 1 k 2 (in particular, 0 is a critical point of co-rank 2). Suppose that
= 6ε where ε, η = ±1
(this can be achieved by means of a suitable linear change of the variables k 1 , k 2 provided that the homogeneous polynomial of the 4-th degree Ak 4 1 + Bk 3 1 k 2 + Ck 2 1 k 2 2 + Dk 1 k 3 2 + Ek 4 2 of the Taylor series at the origin of the function f (k 1 , k 2 , 0, . . . , 0) does not vanish, is not a perfect square, and reduces either to the form 1 from 3.12 with a = 0, or to the form 2 from 3.12). Then there exists a sequence of real numbers x e,µ = x ε,η e,µ , µ = 5, 6, . . . depending on partial derivatives of f at the origin and possessing the following properties:
1. 
, i, j = 3, . . . , ν. This polynomial has rational coefficients and a vanishing free term. The numbers x e,µ = x ε,η e,µ are given in Table ( 6.14) for µ = 5, 6, 7, 8.
2. For µ ≥ 5, the even germ of f at the origin has a singularity of class X ±± e,µ if and only if x Comment to Table (6.14). In this table, the variables are denoted by x = k 1 , y = k 2 , and z = (k 3 , . . . , k ν ), moreover f x a y b z c :=
∂x a ∂y b ∂z c . Furthermore, one denotes a 0,j = a j−1 where a µ are the real numbers assigned according to Statement 6.1 to the function f (0, k 2 , . . . , k ν ), see Table ( 6.5). Other real numbers a i,j = ∂f i+j (0) Table ( 6.14) are similar to the numbers a 0,j and are defined by the formulae part (terms of degree ≤ 3) of a function at a critical point is well defined [1] , and the fact that the coordinate plane Ok 1 k 2 coincides with the kernel of the second differential of f at zero, both for the initial variables and for the new variables. Statement 6.7 is thus proved.
In order to prove Statement 6.8, we observe that A = C = 0 and B = 1 2 . If D = 0 then ∆ 3 = 0 and, by the above arguments, f has a singularity at the origin of type D 4 . Now we assume that D = 0 and µ ≥ 5. Following the method of ruler turning, we perform the change of variables
,k 2 = k 2 , where the λ j are determined implicitely (also uniquely and independently of µ) by the following condition: after this change of variables the coefficients at the termsk 1k Statements 6.1, 6.3, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12, and Theorem 3.9 demonstrate that singularities of type A µ , D µ , and even singularities of type A e,µ have codimension c = µ − 1, while even singularities of class X ±± e,µ have even codimension c = µ − 2. That is, these singularities are non-removable for typical families with l ≥ c parameters on the entire family. Besides, it follows from these assertions that the only singularities which appear in typical families with l = 1, 2, 3, 4 parameters are A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 5 , D 4 , and D 5 (the seven of Thom). In additional, in the case of typical even families, the only even singularities which appear in such families are A e,1 , A e,2 , A e,3 , A e,4 , A e,5 , X e,5 , and X e, 6 .
Here, by typical (even) families of functions, we understand (even) families which form an open dense subspace in the space of all (even) families of functions (in the convergence topology with a finite number of derivatives on each compact set).
Actually, due to Tables (2. 3) and (2.7), in the case of five parameters, three more singularities A 6 , D 6 , and E 6 , as well as five more even singularities A e, 6 , X e,7 , Y e,3,3 ,Ỹ e,3 , and Z e,7 appear.
Conditions for versal deformations
In this section, we describe conditions on a deformation of a germ to be versal or, equivalently, stable, see 4.9.
It is known that the versal property is fulfilled for typical deformations with l ≥ µ−1 parameters, i.e. deformations which form an open dense subspace in the space of all l−parameter deformations of a given germ (in the convergence topology with a finite number of derivatives on each compact set). However, the deformations which appear in practice are often not arbitrary, but have a special form. Therefore, in addition to the question about the determination of the type of a singular point of a given function f (k), the following questions are also of interest for applications: whether an l−parameter deformation F (k, λ) of the germ of this function is versal, and which normal form this deformation has near the singular point.
In the case of singularities of codimension 0 (Morse functions and even Morse functions), answers are given by the parametric Morse lemma for arbitrary functions and even functions. The following assertions give conditions on l−parameter deformations with l = 1, 2, 3, 4 parameters to be versal for usual singularities and even singularities. As we have mentioned above, these assertions can be considered as analogues of the parametric Morse lemma for degenerate singularities.
In the following assertions, one considers a family of functions F = F (k, λ) in a variable k = (k 1 , . . . , k ν ) with a parameter λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ). One denotes by
vector (i.e. the element of R l ) with components
Statement 7.1 (A deformation of a singularity A µ ) Let, under the hypothesis of Statement 6.1, F : R ν ×R l → R be a smooth l−parameter deformation of the germ of f at the origin, i.e. f = F (·, 0). Then there exists a sequence of vectorsā µ ∈ R l , µ = 2, 3, . . . , depending on partial derivatives of f at the origin, and possessing the following properties:
. . , where the additional terms form a linear combination of vectors
. . , i ν ) = (0, . . . , 0), the coefficients of which are polynomials in the values of the partial derivatives of order ≤ µ of f at the origin (except the derivatives with respect to the variable k 1 only) and the components of the inverse of the matrix
. . , ν. These polynomials have integer coefficients and vanishing free terms. The vectors a µ are given in Table (7. 3) for µ = 2, 3, 4, 5.
2. Suppose that the conditions (6.2) are fulfilled, i.e. the germ of f at the origin has a singularity of type A µ . The deformation F is R + −versal if and only if the vectors a 2 , . . . ,ā µ form a linearly independent system in R l (in particular, l ≥ µ − 1).
Moreover, if (6.2) holds and the above vectors form a linearly independent system in R l then F reduces to the form F = a(λ)+a µk µ+1 1 +Q(k 2 , . . . ,k ν )+λ 1k1 +· · ·+λ µ−1k µ−1 1 in some neighbourhood of the origin by means of a regular change of variables (k, λ) → (k,λ) leaving the origin fixed and having the formk =k(k, λ),λ =λ(λ). Here a is smooth function, and Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in ν − 1 variables. Statement 7.2 (An even deformation of a singularity A e,µ ) Let, under the hypothesis of Statement 6.3, f (0) = 0 and let F : R ν × R l → R be a smooth l−parameter even deformation of the germ of f at the origin. That is, f = F (·, 0) and, for each λ, the function F (·, λ) is even and has a vanishing value at the origin. Then there exists a sequence of vectorsā e,µ ∈ R l , µ = 2, 3, . . . , depending on partial derivatives of F at the origin, and possessing the following properties:
1.ā e,µ =ā 2µ−1 = ∂ 2µ−1 F (0,0) ∂k 2µ−2 1 ∂λ + . . . , where the vectorsā 2µ−1 are assigned according to Statement 7.1 to the even deformation F , which is considered as a usual deformation. The vectorsā e,µ are given in Table (7. 3) for µ = 2, 3, 4.
2. Suppose that the conditions (6.4) are fulfilled, i.e. the even germ of f at the origin has a singularity of type A e,µ . Then the even deformation F is R O −versal if and only if the vectors a e,2 , . . . ,ā e,µ form a linearly independent system in R l (in particular, l ≥ µ − 1).
Moreover, if (6.4) holds and the above vectors form a linearly independent system in R l then F reduces to the form F = a e,µk , i, j = 3, . . . , ν. These polynomials have rational coefficients and vanishing free terms. The vectorsd µ are given in Table (7.6) for µ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
2. Suppose that the conditions (6.9) are fulfilled, i.e. the germ of f at the origin has a singularity of type D ± µ , µ ≥ 4. The deformation F is R + −versal if and only if the vectors
form a linearly independent system in R l (in particular, l ≥ µ − 1). Moreover, if (6.9) holds and the above vectors form a linearly independent system in R l then F reduces to the form F = d(λ) +k in some neighbourhood of the origin by means of a regular change of variables (k, λ) → (k,λ) leaving the origin fixed and having the formk =k(k, λ),λ =λ(λ). Here d is a smooth function, and Q is a nondegenerate quadratic form in ν − 2 variables. Statement 7.5 (An even deformation of a singularity X e,µ ) Let, under the hypothesis of Statement 6.12, f (0) = 0 and let F : R ν × R l → R be a smooth l−parameter even deformation of the germ of f at the origin. That is, f = F (·, 0) and, for each λ, the function F (·, λ) is even and has a vanishing value at the origin. Then there exists a sequence of vectorsx e,µ =x ε,η e,µ ∈ R l , µ = 1, 2, 3, . . . depending on partial derivatives of F at the origin and possessing the following properties:
1. form a linearly independent system in R l (in particular, l ≥ µ − 1). Moreover, if (6.13) holds and the above vectors form a linearly independent system in R l , then F reduces to the form F = εk 1,5ā1,1  6ā 0,4 − 2a 1,3ā1,2 − (a 1,4 − 2a 2,2 a 1,3 ) 1,4 − 2a 2,2 a 1,3 )(a 1,3ā2 ,0 − 3ā 1,2 − 3a 2,2ā1,1 ) (7.6) Comment to Table (7.6) . In this table, the variables and the parameters are denoted by x = k 1 , y = k 2 , z = (k 3 , . . . , k ν ), and λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ l ), resp., moreover f x a y b z c := ∂x i ∂y j + . . . are the same as those in Table (6.14). Furthermore, one denotesā 0,j =ā j+1 whereā µ ∈ R l are the vectors assigned according to Statement 7.1 to the deformation F (0, k 2 , . . . , k ν , λ) of f (0, k 2 , . . . , k ν ), see 
